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Abstract

This  document is the first version of the FASTEN industrialization, exploitation and market
take-up plan.  It  aims at  capturing  the  market opportunity  and drafting  possible  business
strategies. 

The first part is an analysis of the business context. It provides guidance for the further defini-
tion of the industrialization plan. The market drivers are explored, the competitive environ-
ment is identified and analysed and the relative market footprint of the different languages
targeted by FASTEN is verified. 

The plan provides a formulation of the FASTEN value proposal from a marketing perspective,
its differentiation, a SWOT analysis and a first pass at a cost-revenue model. From this ex-
ploitation strategies are elaborated. First a joint exploitation strategy carried out through part-
nerships or stand-alone business, then individual exploitation plans are provided for each
partner. 

The document outlines follow-up market take-up activities that will be used to substantiate
the next version of the plan.

Keyword list
FASTEN, exploitation, end-users, Beta-testing, assessment, requirements, scenario defini-
tion, demonstration, Open source adoption, SWOT

Acronyms & Abbreviations
API Application Programming Interface 
APL Apache Public License
CI/CD Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery
DoA Description of Action
EC European Commission
FGCG Fine-Grained Call Graph
IDE Integrated development Environment
OSS Open Source Software
POM Prohect Object Model
PYPL PopularitY of Programming Languages Index 
SaaS Software as a Service
SCM Source Code Management
SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose and scope

The purpose of this document is to present plans for the exploitation of the FASTEN results
with the associated timeline until the end of the project and present the possible continuation
plans after the funding period..

• planning for integrating FASTEN tools with leading software development frameworks
and methodologies, 

• planning for software development projects that will use FASTEN tools and technolo-
gies,

• brainstorming on future innovations stemming from FASTEN
• identifying best target markets from a combination of desk research, advisory board

guidance, feedback from the community and workshops and lessons from the use
cases.

1.2 Objectives and methodology

The first period of the project, between M1 and M18, concentrates on analysing the market
environment and exploitation potential. It results in the first version of the Industrialization,
exploitation and market  take-up plan.  The second period will  focus on implementing de-
cisions and market take-up actions based on the results being achieved by FASTEN.

Industrialization, exploitation 
and market take-up plan v1 (M18)

Industrialization, exploitation 
and market take-up plan v2 (M36)

• Dependency management market 
context analysis and trends.

• Competition analysis.
• Identification of key exploitation 

assets and value proposal defini-
tion. 

• Draft Cost-Revenue Model
• Draft SWOT analysis 
• Initial joint and individual exploita-

tion and sustainability strategies

• General market context and competition 
update 

• Refined pricing scheme
• Beta-testing campaign
• Advisory board, stakeholders, and use 

case feedbacks
• Updated exploitation and sustainability 

plans
• SWOT analysis update
• Updated cost-revenue model
• IPR and Licensing analysis 

Table 1: Exploitation Plan, v1 vs V2
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This plan is being developed through a combination of fact finding methods. 
• The foundational approach is extensive desk research through company websites, 

press clippings, blogs and available market surveys.
• The second source of input comes from the partners themselves through question-

naires and extensive interviews. 
• The third source of input will increasingly come from third party experts such as advi-

sory board members, beta-testers and workshop participants.

1.3 Structure of the document

This document contains four main parts: 
• Section 2 is an analysis of the market context including key market trends and com-

petition
• Section 3 provides the first formulation of the FASTEN value proposal on an open 

market
• Section 4 is a focus on specific input collected from third party stakeholders
• Section 5 outlines the partners preliminary strategies to exploit the FASTEN results.

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 8
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2 Market Analysis

This section provides a background for the definition of the industrialization plan. The market
drivers are explored, the competitive environment is identified and analysed and the relative
market footprint of the different languages targeted by FASTEN is verified. 

2.1 Market drivers

In this section we highlight the trends that influence the FASTEN’s business context. They in-
clude software componentization, the growth of open source software, the increase in soft-
ware reuse, and the need for automation. Together they provide a blueprint for the FASTEN
opportunity.

2.1.1 Software componentisation 

The evolution of software development follows a path not unlike that of the car industry. Cars
incorporate a great deal of components such as seats, door systems, control panels, engine
control systems, etc. that are provided by third-party equipment suppliers. Car manufacturers
are today dependent on equipment suppliers that have taken over a huge responsibility for
product development, design, sub-assembly and quality control. Today, mimicking the auto-
motive industry, developers rely heavily on sourcing relevant, quality components. 
A popular form of software componentization involves linking open source software libres
hosted on centralized code repositories, such as Maven or PyPI. Developers only need to
declare dependencies to external libraries, and automated tools make them available to the
workspace  of  the  project.   Over  time,  the  methodologies  of  software development  have
changed. The “Waterfall” paradigm has been mostly replaced by “Agile,” and data centers
filled with complex servers that are hard to maintain have been replaced with services hosted
with cloud providers that can scale on demand using advanced tools and technologies. 
Software componentization enables another evolution in the software industry, a transforma-
tion in which release cycles keep getting shorter, and software updates are getting smaller
and more frequent. One can envision that companies will eventually transition from periodi-
cally transferring packages to continuously transferring micro-upgrades of software. This is
what a company such as JFrog call “liquid software” in its marketing literature. New compo-
nent versions are regularly released for a variety of reasons, including supporting new func-
tionality, fixing defects, or supporting a new API. New releases may also address non-func-
tional concerns, such as improving performance, adding or updating their dependencies, or
remediating security vulnerabilities.

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 9
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2.1.2 Open source growth

The software development value chain has come to rely on open source as a vital resource.
As reported by Synopsis in its 2020 OPEN SOURCE SECURITY AND RISK ANALYSIS RE-
PORT (OSSRA), an analysis by Black Duck Audits found open source in nearly 99% of code-
bases audited in 2019. In fact, 100% of the codebases from nine of 17 industries contained
at least one open source component. Only 1.2% of codebases contained no open source
components. Moreover, while the first OSSRA reported that 36% of the audited code was
open source, that percentage has now nearly doubled to 70% in 2019 and is up from 60% in
2018.
The Sonatype 2019 State of the Software Supply Chain report highlights the fact that supply
of open source components is massive and expanding rapidly. 

• “There are now more than 3.7 million unique Java open source software compo-
nent releases in the Central Repository, 800,000 unique JavaScript packages in
npm, 1.2 million unique Python component releases housed in the PyPI reposi-
tory, and 1.6 million .NET component releases in the NuGet Gallery. There are
also more than 2.2 million containerized applications housed in Docker Hub, up
from 900,000 the previous year.”

• The report goes on to notice that “growth in open source supply is driven mostly
by new versions of existing projects being published.” and explains that in 2018,
“developers around the world consumed hundreds of billions of open source soft-
ware component releases.”

The Tidelift 2019 Professional Open Source Survey finds similar results and provides rele-
vant details for FASTEN. The survey finds that 92% of professional applications contain open
source components and that most applications are built on top of a foundation of 70% or
more open source code.  The graph below shows key pain points belonging to FASTEN
scope:

• Risk about how well the package will be 
maintained

• Concern over licensing and compliance
• identifying and remediating security vul-

nerabilities 

Figure   1  :   
Obstacles to increasing use of open source

 (source Tidelift 2019 Managed Open Source Sur-
vey)
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2.1.3 Need for dependency management

Well publicized events such as the LeftPad incident, which led to hundreds of thousands of
websites to stop working, and the Equifax data breach, which led to a leak of hundreds of
thousands of  credit  card numbers,  have demonstrated how dependencies on external  li-
braries can introduce significant operational and compliance risks as well as difficulties to as-
sess security implications.
Tidelift reports that in multiple surveys, the biggest obstacles for development teams using
open source have been remarkably consistent, the “big three support challenges (are) main-
tenance, security, and licensing”. 
The Tidelift 2019 Professional Open Source Survey finds that the biggest maintenance chal-
lenges include moving to a new major version - of a framework or library - and bugs or break-
ing changes in an updated dependency affecting their software supply chain.

“Over half of development teams regularly 
face challenges related to poorly maintained 
open source dependencies.” 

• 59%: move to a new major version
• 52%: bugs or breaking changes in an 

updated dependency

Figure   2  :   
Biggest open source related challenges

 (source Tidelift 2019 Managed Open Source
Survey)

Up-to-date information about components being reused in an application is crucial. A Gartner
research paper, dated end-2019, captures the need for a better control of components 
reused in software development:

“comprehensive visibility into the open source and commercial components and frameworks
used in an application or service must be considered a mandatory requirement.”
 Gartner research paper “Technology Insight for Software Composition Analysis” November 
2019 

Analyst Dale Gardner goes on to recommend that organizations “continuously build a de-
tailed software bill of materials (BOM) for each application providing full visibility into compo-
nents.”  Managing components and package dependencies manually  in  any programming
language has a significant cost: it is labor intensive and not rewarding task for developers.
Moreover, given the ever growing size of software ecosystems, manual management is most

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 11
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often nearly impossible. This is why most programming languages today have some imple-
mentation of a dependency management system or sometimes a package manager.
Dependency management is used to pull  all  the dependency information into a common
project file, say a POM file, simplifying the references in the child POM file. It becomes useful
in situations with multiple attributes  that  do not need to be redefined in multiple children
projects.  Another use of dependency management is in terms of governance: dependency
management can be used to define a standard version of an artifact to use across multiple
projects.

2.1.4 Software ecosystems and tool chain automation

The development of current software systems are rarely conducted in isolation, with solutions
being redesigned and redeveloped. In this sense, the development of a software system by
the composition of reusable components establishes relationships among various software
projects and development communities, forming a genuine ecosystem that guides and con-
straints the development of a software system.
Exponential growth in the consumption of open source component releases and containers
pushes forward the adoption of automated software development tools and DevOps pipe-
lines.  Automated tooling  can generate hundreds or  thousands of  download requests  per
build. In the context of software supply chain management, each download equates to a pro-
curement effort by development teams. Each open source software component release is
chosen from an OSS project that acts as a supplier to developers who assemble tens, hun-
dreds, and sometimes thousands of component releases into a finished application.
A large company develops many applications, SaaS or not and many of them have similar
requirements (data management, identity, etc.). Like any good engineers, developers tend to
reuse code whenever possible. Such companies tend to manage their own repositories of
components, by doing so they create their own software ecosystems. Many other organiza-
tions may need to manage their own repositories for several reasons, they want to manage
private software images such as proprietary information, passwords, etc. securely, they do
not rely on network resources availability, or they get the images faster from local network. A
solid DevOps or DevSecOps foundation is essential to a company’s success and this is pro-
vided  by  the  different  components  of  an  organization’s  software  development  toolchain.
There is an ever growing need for companies to develop and distribute software and provide
DevOps teams with the tools required to create, manage and deploy software with ease.
Once a DevOps process is under control, an organization can focus on the innovation that
drives its business without having to worry about infrastructure.

2.1.5 A growing market segment: Software Composition Analysis

Software Composition Analysis represents a growing segment of great interest for FASTEN.
Gartner defines Software Composition Analysis as follows: “Software composition analysis
(SCA) products analyze applications, generally during the development process, to detect
embedded open-source software (OSS) and, sometimes, other third-party components. SCA
tools typically identify known vulnerabilities, such as out-of-date libraries that have available
security patches. They also determine the license used to distribute a particular software
package (to support the assessment of legal risks).”

SCA really concentrates on open source software: “Despite its misleading name suggesting
access  to  all  aspects  of  the  source  code  (proprietary,  third  party  commercial  and  open
source), software composition analysis in effect acts as an open source management tool

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 12
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only” (WhiteSource). In SCA, the objective is to analyze risks emerging from the inclusion
and usage of Open Source Software (OSS) in enterprise systems. Observing that  open-
source software is used in nearly all organizations, Gartner’s opinion is that this creates an
expanded attack surface through which malware and malicious code can gain access, com-
promising proprietary code and infrastructure; and legal and intellectual property exposures.
For Gartner, using open source introduces risks from readily exploitable vulnerabilities. This
is where SCA comes in. SCA typically identifies risks such as exposure to security vulnerabil-
ities, violations of software licenses, and low code maintainability.  SCA tools first generate
an inventory report of all open source components in applications tools then they provide ba-
sic information on each component including the open source license and whether there’s a
security vulnerability associated with that component. 

And because DevOps becomes increasingly prevalent, the need to position SCA in the exist-
ing workflow of developers, integrated and automated through the CI/CD, becomes critical.
“Leading tools are also able to automate the entire process of open source selection, ap-
proval and tracking, saving developers precious time and increasing their accuracy signifi-
cantly. Some such tools are able to alert of vulnerabilities in a component while still on the
web, before a pull is made and the component enters the system. Other tools are able to
navigate developers to the precise location of a vulnerable component thereby reducing re-
mediation efforts. SCA tools identify which open source components a corporation is using in
its source code, and match these components with community databases, advisories and is-
sue trackers to bring to the surface any vulnerabilities that may exist in the source code.”
(WhiteSource)

2.1.6 The FASTEN market opportunity

In the end the need addressable by FASTEN can be elicited as follows: Users increasingly
want to leverage open source for application development, but they need new tools and tech-
nologies to help them select and manage appropriate components, monitor dependencies
and transitive dependencies, and this in compliance with their organization’s security and
compliance policies.
While open source software,  package managers and the resulting ecosystems made the
dream of code reuse a reality, this reality is not without limitations. Package users gain great
value from reusing code, but they need to invest significant resources into shielding them-
selves from software security, legal compliance and source code incompatibility issues. On
the other hand, package providers have no reasonable means of evolving their offerings in a
systematic way,  which leads to incompatibility  problems with upstream projects.  To solve
those problems, what is needed is a better way to deal with dependencies.

Package dependency networks are affected
by multiple dependency issues

Automated tools and policies can help miti-
gating theses issues

• Many and deep transitive dependen-
cies

• Outdated dependencies
• Breaking changes
• Vulnerable dependencies

• Measuring, monitoring and updating 
outdated and vulnerable dependen-
cies

• Supporting semantic versioning
• Supporting transitive dependencies
• Detecting vulnerabilities that matter 

(avoid false positives / negatives)

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 13
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Table 2: Dependency management: developers needs and issues 

(Source: Tom Mens, Software Engineer at University of Mons,FOSDEM 2020)

2.2 Competitive environment

This section presents the business solutions or projects we estimate are in FASTEN value
proposal’s competitive environment. FASTEN has the ambition to improve upon current offer-
ings by making security and compliance checks more accurate,  thereby minimizing false
alarms and uncovering new cases of compliance failure.

2.2.1 Competition round-up

FASTEN competes  against  dependency  and  compliance  management  tools  provided  by
repositories, private companies and open source community projects. This section provides
an overview of main projects and companies in the FASTEN competitive environment.

We identify several categories of relevant vendors in the FASTEN marketplace:
• Application security testing vendors
• Stand-alone software composition analysis tool vendors
• Application development tool vendors
• Repository vendors

2.2.1.1 Application Security Testing Vendors

Security Compliance Impact Remark

CAST 
Software

X X More an application development pro-
ductivity vendor. Has a focus on Secutity
with CAST Highlight: offering.

CheckMarx X Founded 2006, headquartered in Israel. 
Partners with cloud service vendors 
AWS, OBS and development tool ven-
dors GitHub and GitLab.

MoreSec X Chinese cyber security start-up. Just 
raised US$28 millions

Praetorian X X Provide expertise and engineering ser-
vices to large development teams.

Snyk X Business not based on dependencies 
but resulting on the use of dependencies
management). Snyk “helps developers 
use open source and stay secure”.

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 14
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ThreatWatch

Veracode X X

WhiteHat X Acquired by NTT Security Corp.

2.2.1.2 Stand alone SCA Vendors

Security Compliance Impact Remark

Black Duck X X Analysis solutions and open source au-
dits based on a knowledge base of open 
source components, vulnerability, and li-
cense information—Black Duck software
composition.

CrossCode X X Clear focus on dependency  and vulner-
ability management. 

Tidelift X "Managed Open Source - Backed by 
maintainers". Open source dependency 
management tool: Libraries.io

WhiteSource X X X Product manages vulnerabilities, li-
censes and dependencies. Emphasis on
vulnerability prevention and manage-
ment.

Veracode

2.2.1.3 Application Development Tool Vendors

Security Compliance Impact Remark

GitLab x x x Acquired SCA product Gemnasium

Microsoft x x x Via GitHub and acquisition of Semmle, 
NPM and DependaBot

RedHat x x x Via OEM partnership with Snyk ion 
OpenShift.

2.2.1.4 Repository Vendors

Security Compliance Impact Remark

JFrog X X X A Universal Repository Manager sup-
porting all major packaging formats, 
build tools and CI servers.

Sonatype X X The company behind Maven Nexus.

FASTEN Grant Agreement N° 825328 15
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2.2.1.5 Open Source Tools

Security Compliance Impact Remark

Eclipse 
Steady

X Eclipse Steady analyzes Java and 
Python applications in order to detect 
whether they depend on open-source 
components with known vulnerabilities.

FOSSology X An open source license compliance soft-
ware system and toolkit. Project of the 
Linux foundation.

On GitHub 
Marketplace

X X X 149 tools that address  the need to se-
cure and manage third-party dependen-
cies.

OWASP 
Foundation

X OWASP dependency-check is a soft-
ware composition analysis utility that de-
tects publicly disclosed vulnerabilities in 
application dependencies.

Libraries.io X A project from Tidelift. It tracks releases 
from 4,927,222 packages from 37 pack-
age managers.

 

2.2.2 Key competitors

This section provides quick analysis of selected competitors that will be further analysed to
refine FASTEN’s market positioning, offering structure and pricing scheme. We will keep in
mind that these competitors can also be partners. 
The companies are listed by alphabetical order.

2.2.2.1 BlackDuck

Name Year Founded Location

BlackDuck 2004 Burlington, Massachusetts

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate
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US$29 million 127 Fully acquired by Synopsys Inc. in de-
cember 2017

Source https://www.owler.com/company/blackduck and Synopsys annual report

At Synopsys, Black Duck is part of the Software Integrity platform, a comprehensive solution
for building integrity - security, quality and compliance testing - into Sysnopsys’ customers’
software development lifecycle and supply chain. Synopsys is a large company of US$3.5
billion in revenue and 14,000 employees. Black Duck specializes in the security, quality and
compliance testing market space. It markets software composition analysis tools, which scan
binary and source code for license issues and other known security vulnerabilities stemming
from incorporated third-party and open source code. Black Duck claims its solution helps de-
velopment teams manage risks that come with the use of open source. Some of its features
are:
- Comprehensive software composition analysis solution for managing security, quality, and
license compliance risk;
- Visibility into third-party code for control over it across software supply chain;
- Versatile open source risk management and deep binary inspection;
- Black Duck OpsSight gives visibility over open source components in container’s images.

In essence, Black Duck’s focus is on handling open source security risks in the applications
by finding the open source components in use, mapping those components to current known
security vulnerabilities, and alerting users when new vulnerabilities are identified. 
Black  Duck’s  technology  is  based on what  they  call  “Multifactor  open  source discovery”
which, as they explain, is based on a mix of dependency analysis, file system scanning, snip-
pet matching and binary analysis.
Black Duck is available through on demand audit services, which provide open source com-
pliance and software vulnerability assessments as part of software due diligence process in
merger and acquisition situations.

2.2.2.2 CAST Software

Name Year Founded Location

CAST Software 1990 Meudon, France

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$44.5 million 375 Public NYSE

Source Annual report, company website, https://www.owler.com/company/c  astsoftware  
https://www.castsoftware.com/  ,   

Founded in 1990, CAST Software is an independent software vendor that introduces itself as
the market leader in Software Analysis and Measurement. Current annual revenue growth
rate as of end September 2020 is 5.78%. This year’s growth is driven by i) digital-transforma-
tion consulting firms with an eye to evaluating the risks and opportunities in connection with
cost reduction and/or improving operating efficiency, ii)  major Cloud providers (Azure and
AWS, in particular) that see CAST technology as a means of identifying good candidate ap-
plications for their respective infrastructures and iii) large system integrators that recommend
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CAST Highlight and CAST Imaging to accelerate the process of modernizing applications. Of
particular note for the third quarter is the signature of a major contract with a big US airline
via a strategic partnership for Cloud refactoring and migration. CAST growth plan for the
2019-2022 period focuses on developing new capabilities to address the growing moderniza-
tion and cloud market, opening new channels through leading consulting firms, global system
integrators, and cloud technology vendors and penetrating new geographies such as North-
ern Europe and China. 
CAST Main products include: 

• CAST Highlight:  Identifies open source risks across a portfolio  and prioritizes the
most critical vulnerabilities to address first. It also rapidly identifies which custom-build
applications to keep, consolidate, retire, and it analyzes application cloud readiness
automatically based on 100s of Cloud patterns.

• CAST Imaging: Reverse-engineering of database structures, code components, and
interdependencies in complex software systems, down to the tiniest details. Creates
accurate, interactive architecture blueprints.

• CAST Application Intelligence Platform: provides application analysis, it is presented
as a fine-grained engine used to score, benchmark, size and enhance the security,
resiliency, efficiency, and maintainability of complex software systems.

2.2.2.3 Crosscode

Name Year Founded Location

CrossCode 2015 Foster City, CA

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$2 million 40 Total funding of US$9.3 million
Currently in Chapter 11

Source Press, company website, https://www.owler.com/company/crosscode https://
www.crunchbase.com/organization/crosscode-inc 

Crosscode eliminates entire categories of risk by identifying, mapping, and visualizing pro-
duction dependencies across executable, managed service,  database, API,  and message
queue boundaries. The product detects unknown application dependencies created by carry-
ing forward legacy and third-party code. Fired its CEO, the CEO sued, now the company is in
Chapter 11.

2.2.2.4 GitHub

Name Year Founded Location

GitHub 2008 San Francisco, California

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$250 million 1800 total funding of US$351 million, now a 
subsidiary of Microsoft
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Source Press and  https://www.owler.com/company/github

GitHub is an online marketplace that provides social coding tools for students and profes-
sionals. Technically, GitHub is a web-based Git repository hosting service, which offers all of
the distributed revision control and source code management (SCM) functionality of Git as
well as adding its own features. Github provides a web-based graphical interface and desk-
top as well as mobile integration. It also provides access control and several collaboration
features such as wikis, task management, and bug tracking and feature requests for every
project.

2.2.2.5 GitLab

Name Year Founded Location

GitLab 2011 San Francisco, California

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$83 million 1200 total funding of US$430 million

Source https://www.owler.com/company/gitlab

Customers using GitLab CI/CD can analyze dependencies for known vulnerabilities using
Dependency Scanning: all dependencies are scanned, including the transitive dependencies
(also  known as  nested dependencies).  GitLab  checks  the Dependency Scanning report,
compares the found vulnerabilities between the source and target branches, and shows the
information on the merge request. Another component called License Compliance enables
users to search project dependencies for their licenses. GitLab checks the License Compli-
ance report, compares the licenses between the source and target branches, and shows the
information on the merge request.

2.2.2.6 JFrog

Name Year Founded Location

JFrog 2008 Sunnyvale, California

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$138 million 500 Raised US$226.0M in 5 rounds

Source Press and  https://www.owler.com/company/jfrog

JFrog develops and markets a tool chain for software development teams. The tools are inte-
grated into what JFrog calls its “Platform”, it aims at covering the whole software develop-
ment chain including CI/CD tools, binary management, artifact maturity, security and vulnera-
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bility protection, release management, analytics and distribution. The components integrated
into the Platform include:

• JFrog Artifactory stores and manages binaries throughout the development cycle,
and through its replication capabilities it synchronizes distributed teams by provid-
ing them with exact same components and dependencies.

• JFrog Pipelines provides end-to-end orchestration/Automation, and optimization of
all critical processes of your CI/CD pipelines.

• JFrog Xray deep-scans all components, builds and dependencies for vulnerabili-
ties and license violations, providing policy alerts based on a wide variety of pa-
rameters. 

• JFrog Distribution collects builds and their  associated components into release
bundles and distributes them to other Artifactory instances, or to multiple JFrog Ar-
tifactory Edge nodes. 

• JFrog Mission Control, manages and monitors the complete flow using JFrog in-
sight to measure, monitor and continuously improve the pipeline while JFrog Ac-
cess federates different services to enable single-sign-on. 

The foundation of the platform is Artifactory, a scalable, universal, binary repository manager
that automatically manages artifacts and dependencies through an application development
and delivery process. In the JFrog platform Xray is the component most comparable to FAS-
TEN.  XRay’s  scope is  scanning for  security vulnerabilities and license violations through
deep recursive scanning of artifacts to provide impact analysis and protection from vulnera-
bilities. Connected to Artifactory, Xray provides a deep-scan for vulnerabilities and license vi-
olations of all external libraries, as well as internal builds and all the ensuing dependencies.
Xray helps identify security vulnerabilities and license violations early in the development
process and block builds with security issues from deployment. Advanced functionalities pro-
vide automated and continuous governance and auditing of software artifacts and dependen-
cies throughout the software development lifecycle from code to production. Additional func-
tionalities include:
- Deep recursive scanning of components drilling down to analyze all artifacts and dependen-
cies and creating a graph of relationships between software components.
- On-Premise, Cloud, Hybrid, or Multi-Cloud Solution
- Impact analysis of how an issue in one component affects all dependent components with a
display chain of impacts in a component dependency graph.
- JFrog’s vulnerabilities database, continuously updated with new component vulnerability
data, includes VulnDB, the industry’s most comprehensive security vulnerability database.
(source: https://sourceforge.net/software/product/JFrog-Xray/) 
The technology called deep recursive scanning, puts Xray in a direct competition with FAS-
TEN. Xray analyzes the relationships between binary artifacts to identify the impact that a
vulnerability in one component has on any other.

2.2.2.7 Praetorian

Name Year Founded Location

Praetorian 2010 Austin, Texas

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$13.8 million 85 Raised US$10 million Series A in 2020
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Source Company web site and  https://www.owler.com/company/praetorian

Praetorian is a cybersecurity company providing expertise and engineering services. It has
achieved profitability and cash flow positive operations through eight years of bootstrapping
before raising Series A funding in February 2020. 

2.2.2.8 Snyk

Name Year Founded Location

Snyk 2015 London, England

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$39 million 300 Funding US$252 million

Source Company web site, press releases, https://www.owler.com/company/blackduck

Snyk develops a SaaS-based platform that allows developers to monitor, find and fix vulnera-
bilities. Snyk focus is to help businesses to build security into their continuous software de-
velopment process. One of their products called Open Source Security Management aims at
automatically detecting open source vulnerabilities and accelerating fixing throughout a de-
velopment process. Snyk offers tools that help to find, fix and monitor known threats in open
source dependencies, enabling enterprises and developers to use open source without com-
promising security. The idea behind Snyk is to fit security in the development process, rather
than offloading it to a separate team, something that can slow down a continuous develop-
ment environment: Snyk builds in security as part of the code commit.
The company offers an open-source tool that helps developers find open-source vulnerabili-
ties when they commit their code to GitHub, Bitbucket, GitLab or any CI/CD tool. It has built
up a community of more than 400,000 developers with this approach. Snyk makes money
with a container security product, and by making available to companies as a commercial
product  the underlying vulnerability  database they use in  the open-source product.  Snyk
product line includes:
- Snyk Open Source: Automatically detect open source vulnerabilities and accelerate fixing
throughout your development process
- Snyk Container: Empowers developers to easily find and fix vulnerabilities in containers and
Kubernetes applications
- Snyk Vulnerability database: Comprehensive and actionable open source vulnerability data.

2.2.2.9 Sonatype

Name Year Founded Location

Sonatype 2008 Baltimore, Maryland

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$75 million 350
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Source Press, web site and https://www.owler.com/company/sonatype

Sonatype introduced the Nexus software platform in 2015 positioned as an integrated open
source governance  platform.  The  Nexus  software  platform integrates  the popular  Nexus
repository managers, Sonatype’s software formerly known as Component Lifecycle Manage-
ment (CLM), as well as several new capabilities. Nexus claims to support the distribution, au-
tomation, and integration of software components with supply chain management principles
from the automotive industry. 
The Nexus Platform is comprised of multiple products such as Nexus Lifecycle, Nexus Audi-
tor, Nexus Firewall, Nexus Repository Pro, and the Nexus Intelligence service.
In the application security space, Sonatype Nexus scans open source components for secu-
rity vulnerabilities, scans containers and offers license management. And in the Nexus plat-
form, the component positioned to manage risk in production or third-party applications, and
most comparable to FASTEN, is called Nexus Auditor. This component automatically gener-
ates a software “bill of materials” to identify open source components used within third party
or legacy applications. The component scans third-party components to identify restricted li-
censes or security vulnerabilities.  It  also continuously  monitors production applications to
identify newly disclosed vulnerabilities. Nexus Auditor is oriented toward the analysis of open
source components to identify those that violate a company’s open source policy.

2.2.2.10 Tidelift

Name Year Founded Location

Tidelift 2017 Boston, Massachusetts

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$4 million 20

Source Company web site, press releases, https://www.owler.com/company/tidelift

Tidelift’s key focus is on maintaining open source dependencies. The company develops an
open source platform that enables software development teams to manage their software
purchases and maintenance. Tidelift’s approach is original in the sense that it offers profes-
sional maintenance of  software components by third party community members who are
compensated for their work.
Tidelift uses tools to market a service they call “managed open source”.  The Tidelift Sub-
scription is a managed open source subscription for application dependencies covering mil-
lions  of  community-led  open  source  projects  across  JavaScript,  Python,  Java,  PHP,
Ruby, .NET, etc.
To its customers, the company provides tools to keep track of all the dependencies you use,
flag issues, and enforce policies; it also offers to manage core, mission-critical packages in-
cluding researching and resolving issues on their behalf, and they recruit maintainers for im-
portant projects and pay them to proactively prevent problems and address the root causes
of issues. These services are in fact offered by the maintainers themselves of open source
software used by Tidelift customers.
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It seems that Tidelift services are more based on implementing best practices that Tidelift ex-
pects from its network of open source maintainers than applying analytic technologies.
For security Tidelift expects best practices such as defining a vulnerability-reporting policy
and  setting  up  two-factor  authentication,  on  the  maintenance  side  Tidelift’s  expectations
cover basic things such as release notes, versioning scheme and issue management, and
regarding license compliance it just applies superficial checking based on Libraries.io, a web-
site that monitors 4,977,306 open source packages across 37 different package managers.
Libraries.io monitors package releases, analyses each project’s code, community, distribution
and documentation, and maps the relationships between packages when they're declared as
a dependency. The 'dependency tree' that emerges is the core of the services provided by Li-
braries.io.

2.2.2.11 XebiaLabs

Name Year Founded Location

XebiaLabs 2008 Burlington, Massachusetts

Estimated Revenue Estimated Number of Employees Corporate

US$19.5 million 160 Total funding of US$112 million

Source https://www.owler.com/company/xebialabs

XebiaLabs is a provider of automation software for DevOps and continuous delivery. XebiaL-
abs is an independent software company specializing in DevOps and continuous delivery for
large enterprise organizations. XebiaLabs offers the XebiaLabs DevOps Platform, a solution
for Application Release Orchestration (ARO). These components include release orchestra-
tion, deployment automation, and DevOps intelligence. It integrates with DevOps tools in ar-
eas such as continuous integration, security, database, analytics, environment provisioning,
and issue tracking.

2.2.3 Pricing schemes

An initial look at pricing schemes reveals high heterogeneity which makes comparison a diffi-
cult task. Criteria vary per user, per server, volume-based, billing options, etc. This section
lasy the ground for a more operational analysis of pricing schemes will be conducted for the
next version of this report. 

We will develop a FASTEN pricing scheme following the principle that pricing simplicity is im-
portant for the SME market while large companies can do with, and often require, more so-
phisticated pricing models. 
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2.2.3.1 CrossCode

CrossCode billing is by subscription, starting at US$100 per month, and the pricing is per
server.

2.2.3.2 JFrog

Xray Subscription Vulnerability scanning and License check from the ProX option: 14,400$/
year, unlimited number of developers.

2.2.3.3 NPM

• Free for public package authors,
• Pro and Teams  respectively US$7 and US$10 per user per month (unlimited public 

or private packages),
• Enterprise starting at US$ 10K per month https://www.npmjs.com/products

2.2.3.4 Saucelabs

Three pricing shemes with options for each. Cost ranges between US$19 to US$500 per
month depending on billing and service options.  (https://saucelabs.com/pricing) 

2.2.3.5 Tidelift

The Tidelift Subscription is a managed open source subscription for application dependen-
cies  covering thousands of  open source projects  across  JavaScript,  Python,  Java,  PHP,
Ruby, .NET, and more.
The entry-level pricing plan is called STARTER, it targets teams of up to 25 developers and
costs $1,500 per month billed annually.  (https://tidelift.com/subscription/pricing) 

2.2.3.6 Snyk 

There’s an entry plan for free with unlimited tests on open-source projects and a limit to 200
tests for open source vulnerabilities on private projects. The entry level plan, called STAN-
DARD, cost between $ 799 per month billed annually for 25 developers and $ 1600 for 50
developers. The next plan is called PRO and costs between $ 800 for 50 developers and $
6000 for 150 (https://snyk.io/plans/).
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2.3 Languages and Package Management Systems

2.3.1 Python

Python leads the PYPL index, it is really gaining all the buzz these days. In a January 2019
blog, Statista notes Python tutorials were the most searched for language on Google with a
quarter of Google searches for programming tutorials according to the PYPL Index (a 5 per-
cent increase when compared to a year before). However, the same index in May 2020 re-
veals the share of searches for Python tutorials has jumped to 31%, showing a continued
and growing interest in the language. Python is widely accepted by data scientists and data
analysts, it has also become a very useful language for software engineers, software devel-
opers, development leads, managers, engineers, system analysts and web developers under
the umbrella of IT outsourcing companies.
The PYPL PopularitY of Programming Language Index (http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html)  is
created by analyzing how often language tutorials are searched on Google. This is one way
to approach relative market weighing of programming languages on the market (as reported
on Statista  https://www.s  tatista.com/chart/16567/popular-programming-languages/  .) The top
two languages are Python and Java with Javascript, C#, PHP and C/C++ rounding up the top
six most searched for language tutorials on Google.

 

Figure   3  : PYPL PopularitY of Programming Language   
(May 2020) Source: http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html 
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2.3.2 JAVA

The PYPL index ranks Java the second most popular language with about a fifth of Google
searches for programming tutorials showing that, year-over-year, there is a slight downward
trend in  interest  for  Java tutorials.  Recently  there has been less hype around Java than
around other programming languages and as a result, it has come down to 2nd place in the
PYPL list of 2019. However at the same time other measures clearly rank Java as number
one programming language. 

The 2019 STATE OF THE SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN REPORT IN 2018, by Sonatype,
ranks Java number one in terms of components available: “There are now more than 3.7 mil-
lion unique Java open source software component releases in the (Maven) Central Reposi-
tory, 800,000 unique JavaScript packages in npm, 1.2 million unique Python component re-
leases housed in the PyPI repository, and 1.6 million .NET component releases in the NuGet
Gallery. There are also more than 2.2 million containerized applications housed in Docker
Hub — up from 900,000 the previous year”. The report also estimates the aggregate number
of download requests for Java component releases from the Central Repository grew 68%
year over year to 146 billion.

 

Figure   4  : Open Source Components Growth Showing Java Leading Position 2017-2019  

(source Sonatype)
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2.3.3 C

The TIOBE Programming Community index (https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/) is an indica-
tor of the popularity of programming languages. C has always been in the top group for pop-
ularity but is ranking as number one in May 2020 may be due to the coronavirus situation:
embedded software languages such as C and C++ are gaining popularity because these are
used in software for medical devices.

 

Table 3: Top 10 Programming Languages in the TIOBE Indexl

(source TIOBE)

2.3.4 Main package management systems

This paragraph introduces the key package management systems that will guide FASTEN’s market de-
velopment.

2.3.4.1 Maven

Maven is  the de facto component  distribution  infrastructure for  java projects,  it  is  undis-
putably the most used build automation tool for Java. Maven can also be used to build and
manage projects written in  C#,  Ruby,  Scala,  and other languages.  The Maven project  is
hosted by the Apache Software Foundation. Maven addresses two aspects of building soft-
ware: how software is built, and its dependencies. Its wide range of plugins make it a popular
option for CI/CD. Maven isn't the only build tool in the Java ecosystem, although it is the
most popular one. Ant is a Maven predecessor and Gradle is a newer tool that runs on top of
the Maven ecosystem using Maven's repositories. Maven repositories can be local, residing
on the developer’s machine, remote and central. Maven Central is the de facto store house
of all open source Java components. The Central Repository at https://central.sonatype.org/
is the default repository for Apache Maven, SBT and other build systems and can be easily
used from Apache Ant/Ivy, Gradle and many other tools.
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2.3.4.2 PyPI

Launched in September 2000, the Python Package Index (PyPI) is a repository of software
for the Python programming language. It is actually the official third-party software repository
for Python. PyPI is used to find and install software developed and shared by the Python
community, it is also used by package authors to distribute their software. When last visited,
the site claimed 235,106 projects, 1,846,368 releases, 2,837,391 files and 424,343 users.

2.3.4.3 Npm

NPM is the default package manager for the JavaScript runtime environment Node.js. Origi-
nally short for Node Package Manager npm is the package manager for the JavaScript pro-
gramming language. It consists of a command line client, also called npm, and an online
database called the npm public registry. Launched in 2010, npm is run by npm, inc. a sub-
sidiary of GitHub, itself a subsidiary of Microsoft,  since March 2020.

2.3.4.4 Package management systems for C

There are no official package management systems for C, C++. One reason could be that C
and even more C++ are heterogeneous languages: even though these languages are stan-
dardized there exist different compilers that target different hardware or OS platforms, with
different options or different sets of supported features. However there is no shortage of C++
package managers: there is a wealth of them with buckaroo, cget, conan, conda, cpm, cp-
pan, hunter, and much more.

2.3.4.5 NuGet

NuGet is the package manager for .NET. The NuGet client tools provide the ability to produce
and consume packages. The NuGet Gallery is the central package repository used by all
package authors and consumers.
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3 Developing the Value Proposal

3.1 Key Exploitable Assets

FASTEN innovations are materialized in the following main exploitable outcomes:
• FASTEN  Knowledge-Base:  a  publicly  accessible  central  knowledge  base,  with  a

JSON client-side query API, it provides the first publicly maintained knowledge base
of integrated fine-grained dependency facts at software ecosystem scale.

• FASTEN Analyzers: they add value to the knowledge base by enabling analysis that
are beyond the state of the art of software dependencies in the areas of security and
vulnerability, license compliance and change impact.

• FASTEN plug-ins: they support popular package managers targeting the most used
languages such as Maven for Java, PyPI for Python and Apt for C (since there is no
real reference package manager for C, FASTEN focus is on APT and Debian).

Figure   5  : An Overview of the FASTEN Platform  

 

These assets enable the building of three chains of analysis for Java/Maven, Python/PyPI
and C/Apt along three axes of analysis, applicable to each chain: security and vulnerability, li-
cense and compliance, impact and quality. The table below summarizes FASTEN scope.
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Security and
Vulnerability

License and
Compliance

Impact and
Quality

Java / Maven √ √ √

Python / PyPI √ √ √

C / Apt (on Debian) √ √ √

Table 4: FASTEN Language Analysis Matrix

3.1.1 FASTEN Knowledge Base

FASTEN will provide the first publicly maintained knowledge base of integrated dependency
facts. There is currently no such knowledge base in existence, let alone one with the level of
detail in development by FASTEN. The FASTEN Knowledge Base acts as a centralized point
that hosts the call graphs of software packages and their analyses. Specifically, the Knowl-
edge Base provides the results of different analyses such as security vulnerability propaga-
tion, change impact, license compliance, and risk        assessment. Through integration with
existing services (e.g.  GitHub)  and developer tools  (e.g.  Maven and PyPI),  the FASTEN
Knowledge Base will make OSS software ecosystems better as a whole by increasing devel-
oper  awareness  and  minimizing  manual  work  that  developers  have  to  do  to  keep  their
projects up to date. 
The FASTEN consortium foresees that the Knowledge Base and its open REST API will lead
to a flourishing ecosystem of tools and services that take advantage of it; for this reason,
FASTEN will work to create a community of contributing users around it. A web-based user
interface allows simple queries to be performed by end users directly on the FASTEN Knowl-
edge Base. Also, the Knowledge Base can benefit from user-provided input such as dynamic
call graph generation and compliance checking.

3.1.2 FASTEN Analyzer

Currently the dependencies are only analyzed at the package level. FASTEN Analyzer will
enable OSS developers and companies to:
- Track license compliance at the file level, enabling much finer-grained license analysis.
FASTEN’s package management plug-ins create a graph of build artifact dependencies at
the client  side and over-impose it  on  FASTEN’s  Knowledge Base license-annotated call
graphs. This produces a highly-detailed view of licensing dependencies. Companies will be
able to use this functionality to handle very delicate licensing cases that are simply impossi-
ble to handle with today’s technology. This reduces the cost of compliance checking (in many
cases done manually by highly specialized personnel) and  protects client projects against
expensive litigation actions.
- Analyze software dependencies at the method level, to circumvent and accurately evaluate 
impact of any change (down and upstream) on any package involved.
- Track security issues and vulnerabilities at the method level, avoiding many false-positives 
due to lack of precision when analysis is made at the package level.
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3.1.3 Software assets inventory

This section provides the software inventory of the FASTEN platform. Each key software 
component is  analyzed in two steps from the industrialization perspective: legal and busi-
ness.

The exploitation analysis aims at evaluating criteria relevant to the exploitation of all compo-
nents, specifically if they are exploitable individually, and to what other part of the FASTEN 
platform they must be combined with in order to generate value.

Component name FASTEN Knowledge Base

Short description of the component The Knowledge Base component can be deemed
as a centralized point that hosts the call graphs 
and their analyses on three ecosystems 
(Java/Maven, Python/PyPi, C++).

Key features and benefits of the component It offers the results of fine-grained analyses at the
function level, which can be used in FASTEN 
workflows or package managers.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – Technology validated in relevant 
environment (industrially relevant environment in 
the case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component None

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG, XWiki, TUDelft

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Possibly

Component name FASTEN Graph storage

Short description of the component This is a key sub-component of the Knowledge 
Base that specifies the representation and 
compression of the actual call graphs.

Key features and benefits of the component Storing each call graph requires a careful balance
between access time and space occupied. Using 
a tailored combination of BVGraph compression 
and suitable node reorderings, we reduce space 
requirements of about one order of magnitude 
w.r.t. the baseline.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – Technology validated in relevant 
environment (industrially relevant environment in 
the case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component The Webgraph graph compression library 
(version 3.6 or later) for Java.
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Partners interested in exploiting the component UMIL, SIG, XWiki, TUDelft

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Possibly.

Component name FASTEN Security and Vulnerability Analyser

Short description of the component It analyses software packages and annotates 
their call graph with security vulnerabilities 
information.

Key features and benefits of the component It does the security analysis at the function level 
which makes its security warnings more sound 
and precise, comparing to state-of-the-art 
solutions.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – Technology validated in relevant 
environment (industrially relevant environment in 
the case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component It employs various security-related data sources. 
More will be discussed later. (the first version will 
only be delivered at M24)

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG, XWiki, TUDelft

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Possibly

Component name FASTEN License Compliance Analyser

Short description of the component This component will enrich the FASTEN knowl-
edge base with license metadata and obligations, 
at the file and package level.

Key features and benefits of the component The users will have a better understanding of 
their application’s license compliance. This in-
cludes awareness of which are the incoming li-
censes and what are the obligations related to 
these licenses, if incompatible licenses are being 
used, and under which outgoing license the prod-
uct should be released.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – Technology validated in relevant environ-
ment (industrially relevant environment in the 
case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component  Scancode-toolkit (version 3.1.1 or later)

Partners interested in exploiting the component Endocode AG, XWiki

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Yes
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Component name FASTEN Quality and Impact Analyser

Short description of the component This component makes it possible to search the 
knowledge database using reachability queries, 
possibly combined with metadata selection.

Key features and benefits of the component The user will be able to query the knowledge 
base for reachability information (“is method A 
calling method B?”), or run ranked reachability 
queries (“show me the most relevant methods 
that are calling this method”). Adding metadata 
selection, the user will be able to perform queries 
regarding licensing or security issues (“is any 
method of my application calling this insecure 
method?”).

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant 
environment (industrially relevant environment in 
the case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component None

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG, XWiki

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Yes

Component name FASTEN Maven plug-in

Short description of the component It provides the FASTEN’s fine-grained analyses to
the Maven package manager.

Key features and benefits of the component It enables the Maven community to benefit from 
the FASTEN’s ultimate workflows such as change
impact analysis, security vulnerabilities warnings, 
and license compliance.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environ-
ment (industrially relevant environment in the 
case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component To be discussed (the first version will only be de-
livered at M30)

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG, XWiki

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Yes

Component name FASTEN PyPI plug-in

Short description of the component This component will integrate FASTEN with the 
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default package manager for Python, PyPI.

Key features and benefits of the component Python users will be able to benefit from the infor-
mation stored in the FASTEN knowledge base 
while using PyPI. The package manager will no-
tify the users with more detailed information about
available libraries, known security vulnerabilities, 
updates that affect their work, their application’s li-
cense compliance status, etc.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environ-
ment (industrially relevant environment in the 
case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component To be discussed (the first version will only be de-
livered at M24)

Partners interested in exploiting the component Endocode

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Yes

Component name FASTEN Apt plug-in

Short description of the component It integrates the analyses information from the 
FASTEN Knowledge Base to the Debian’s APT 
package manager.

Key features and benefits of the component It provides the Debian community with the 
ultimate FASTEN workflows such as the ones that
are mentioned for Maven and PyPI. For instance, 
it gives confidence to Debian users whether they 
can update a package or not. 

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environ-
ment (industrially relevant environment in the 
case of key enabling technologies).

Key standards attached to the component To be discussed.

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Yes

Component name FASTEN Python call graph generator

Short description of the component This component analyzes Python source code 
and creates a graph data structure indicating 
which entities (methods, functions, modules) call 
which other entities.

Key features and benefits of the component The component enables the precise analysis of 
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dependencies on Python modules.

Expected TRL at the end of the project TRL 6 – Technology demonstrated in relevant 
environment (industrially relevant environment in 
the case of key enabling technologies) 

Key standards attached to the component The Python Language Reference — Python 3.8.3

Partners interested in exploiting the component SIG, Endocode

Suitable for stand alone exploitation? Possibly, in specialized vertical applications.

3.2 Positioning FASTEN

3.2.1 SWOT analysis

A SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)  is a popular tool for lay-
ing out the Strengths and Weaknesses of a technology/product, and for identifying both its
Opportunities and the Threats that it faces. Strengths and weakness are frequently internally-
related, while opportunities and threats commonly focus on the external environment. The
name is an acronym for the four parameters this technique examines:

• Strengths: characteristics of the business or project that give it a relative advantage. 
• Weaknesses: characteristics of the business or project that place it at a relative disad-

vantage.
• Opportunities: elements in the environment that the business or project could exploit.
• Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or 

project. 
For the FASTEN project, considering its market environment and value proposal, the draft 
SWOT analysis currently looks as follows:

Strengths Weaknesses

• Innovative technology addressing critical 
need.

• Demonstrated performance and role of 
the technology

• Expert and experienced partners
• Partners reputation and business 

connections
• Open source software approach relevant 

to software engineering and appealing to 
developers

• Lack of product attributes such as 
documentation, packaging, roadmap, 
maintenance and customer support

• Supported by SMEs with limited market 
power despite reputation.

• Intermediate TRL level (TRL 5-6) of 
project outcome

• University partners with limited business 
leverage

Opportunities Threats

• Open source and software reuse 
becoming mainstream

• Increasing concern with regard to 
software reuse

• Open source license compliance 
management becoming best practice

• Established competitors lack of 
bandwidth to work out partnership with 
FASTEN

• Customer ownership is with established 
competitors

• Possibility of a false positive / false 
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• DevOps and time to-market pressure
• Partnership with leading package 

management platforms (Maven, NPM)
• Partnership with SCA and AST tools 

vendors (Revenara, WhiteSource, etc.)
• Partnership with Development tools 

vendors (GitHub, GitLab, RedHat)

negative failure with visible 
consequences

Table   5  :   FASTEN SWOT analysis     

3.2.2 FASTEN in the software development stack

One aspect of developing the FASTEN value proposal is to position it in the software devel-
opment stack. In software, a stack is a set of software subsystems or components needed to
create a complete platform such that no additional software is needed to support applica-
tions. 
While a software development tool chain covers many functionalities, from the standpoint of
package management the following graph illustrates FASTEN positioning and its relation with
the surrounding technologies.
The figure below illustrates the positioning of  the FASTEN platform, including knowledge
base and analyzers within the software development stack.  

Figure   6  : FASTEN in the Software Development Stack  

3.3 Value proposal and Differentiation

3.3.1 Core value proposal

At the software industry level, FASTEN will make software ecosystems more robust by mak-
ing package management more intelligent. However at the end-user level and from a busi-
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ness point of view, FASTEN’s core value proposal is to make software component reuse
more efficient and secure: optimizing dependency management will drive large cost savings
in software-driven organizations. 
The main components of this value proposal include:

• innovative ecosystem analysis techniques, that increase observability and analyzabil-
ity of software ecosystems;

• the application of those techniques in three widely popular ecosystems (C, Java and
Python);

• solutions for addressing the problems of security and risk evaluation, license compli-
ance and change impact analysis at an unprecedented level of precision;

• the development of a back-end service and a knowledge base to host the results of
those expensive analyses in a centralized location; 

• the integration of those analyses into the developer’s workflow, and Continuous Inte-
gration (CI) tool chains.

FASTEN is a business enabler: experts can leverage the FASTEN knowledge base to iden-
tify operational and security vulnerabilities in software products and propose fixes, to identify
unnecessary dependencies, which could be removed, or hidden dependencies on unmain-
tained code, which should be replaced with more robust alternatives.
FASTEN  improves upon current offerings by making security and compliance checks more
accurate, thereby minimizing false alarms and uncovering new cases of compliance failures. 
Moreover, FASTEN has the potential to be the only service: i) able to estimate the impact of
code changes on the ecosystem as a whole, enabling companies to smoothly evolve their
OSS offerings, and ii) to provide on-the-fly evaluations of the risks involved in depending on
external code. In all cases, the net result is production cost reductions that are straightfor-
ward to quantify.

3.3.2 Differentiation on the security front

Current state of the art tools (e.g., JFrog Artifactory or Maven Nexus) and companies (e.g.,
Snyk.io, Tidelift and GitHub) only trace security incidents at the package level. This has been
long known, in both research and practice, to lead to false warnings, which is the number
one reason leading developers to avoid updating a project’s dependencies. FASTEN will en-
able OSS developers and companies to track security issues at the function call level, even
in transitive dependencies, thereby significantly improving the precision of the analysis,  re-
ducing the number of false positives and, consequently, increasing the developers’ aware-
ness of their project’s exposure to security vulnerabilities.
Translated into cost terms, the automation of precise vulnerability checking will both save
projects the significant  time investment  required to keep track of  security incidents deep
down the dependency chain and ensure the timely reporting of relevant security incidents,
thereby avoiding costly security incidents.

3.3.3 Differentiation on the license compliance front

Companies such as BlackDuck Software and Tidelift, tools such as FOSSology and package 
exchange formats such as SPDX provide solutions in various degrees of granularity. The 
common denominator is, as in the security case, the fact that dependencies are only ana-
lyzed at the package level. FASTEN will enable OSS developers and companies to track li-
cense compliance at the file level, enabling much finer-grained license analysis. FASTEN’s 
package management plug-ins will create a graph of build artifact dependencies at the client 
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side and over-impose it on FASTEN’s Knowledge Base license-annotated call graphs. This 
will produce a highly-detailed view of licensing dependencies. Companies will be able to use 
this functionality to handle very delicate licensing cases that are simply impossible to handle 
with today’s technology.

3.3.4 Advantage in the Software Composition Analysis market

FASTEN creates a key technology for the Software Composition Analysis (SCA) industry. Re-
flecting FASTEN’s focus, Software Composition Analysis analyzes applications for third party
code and open source software to detect illegal, dangerous, or outdated code. While not the
only market for FASTEN, SCA provides a crucial opportunity for market exploitation.

In this market segment FASTEN offers two key advantages: 

• FASTEN increases the accuracy of SCA risk analysis by doing fine-grained code de-
pendency analysis across entire software ecosystems. 

• FASTEN makes SCA analysis accessible to software developers by integrating into
popular software dependency tooling for the Java, Python, and C/C++ programming
languages.
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4 FASTEN Industrialization Strategies

This section provides a first description of future exploitation strategies of the outcomes of
the FASTEN project. We introduce first a possible OEM exploitation opportunity, then a joint
exploitation plan which outlines a possible stand-alone (start-up) business activity based on
FASTEN, then we provide individual exploitation plans by each of the project’s partners. The
individual plans are of course drafts to be either detailed or amended as each partner pro-
gresses in its understanding of the business opportunities offered by FASTEN.

4.1 Partnership strategies

4.1.1 OEM partnership strategy

This OEM exploitation opportunity is identified after looking at established vendors’ strategies
aiming at broadening their offerings by negotiating OEM deals with specialised vendors. For 
example, Red Hat signed an OEM deal with Snyk to incorporate its technology into its Open-
Shift development environment.  

This OEM strategy will be further defined and explored in the next version of the exploitation 
plan. We will evaluate to what extend, customizing and optimizing FASTEN components to 
address the specific needs of given partners (AST and SCA providers) is a relevant value 
proposition and it may represent significant revenue streams, 
The table below identifies the components that may help generate additional revenue.

OEM Components
Possible exploitation by partners

Endocode SIG XWiki

FASTEN License Compliance Analyser yes yes

FASTEN Quality and Impact Analyser yes

FASTEN Maven plug-in yes yes

FASTEN PyPI plug-in yes

FASTEN Apt plug-in yes

Table   6  :   FASTEN potential OEM exploitation   

4.1.2 Software Heritage synergy

A first basis for an interesting synergy between FASTEN and Software Heritage is to ensure the infor-
mation on source code files in the various FASTEN databases about is easy to cross-reference with 
source code files archived by Software Heritage. This requires some adjustment on FASTEN’s side.

In its metadata database, FASTEN store metadata about all source code files analyzed. For each indi-
vidual file, a unique id, based on the file content, is stored. Current implementation to generate a unique 
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id relies on the cryptographic SHA-1 hash function. This allows to easily identify potential duplicated 
files. In order to be able to cross-reference source code files processed by FASTEN with source code 
files archived by Software Heritage, FASTEN would need to use SoftWare Heritage persistent IDenti-
fiers (SWHIDs) (see: https://docs.softwareheritage.org/devel/swh-model/persistent-identifiers.html). 
Software Heritage references all archive source code files using SWHIDs, which is becoming a well-ac-
cepted industry standard (it’s used by SPDX and is registered at IANA for the “swh:” URI scheme, for in-
stance). While SWHIDs are also based on SHA1s, they use the Git-style “salted” SHA1s rather than 
plain SHA1s of files, so it is currently impossible to construct a SWHID from the FASTEN identifiers.

So our plan to create this “bridge” between files referenced in FASTEN with files referenced in Software 
Heritage is to add a new attribute in FASTEN metadata database to store the SWHID for each file. This 
action is tracked in the following GitHub issue: https://github.com/fasten-project/fasten/issues/102

A different, and more difficult, matter identified by Software Heritage is the persistence after the end of 
the project of the knowledge such as the call graphs and the license information that FASTEN is extract-
ing from FOSS projects. Software Heritage might be interested in archiving that knowledge, but this re-
quires integration work and would imply operating cost maintenance. While FASTEN can always reach 
out to Software Heritage to explore the technical feasibility and costs, this is indeed not in the budget of 
any partner.

4.2 Online Service Start-up Opportunity

In this intermediate exploitation plan we provide the game plan for an autonomous commer-
cial exploitation by a start-up that could deliver a market-ready service leveraging FASTEN
innovations. First we outline the nature of the business using the popular Business Model
Canvas, then we identify opportunities for value-added services and, last we provide a blue-
print for quantifying costs and revenues.

4.2.1 Overview: Business Model Canvas

The FASTEN technology is planned to be leveraged after the project period by an indepen-
dent start-up company. This entity will qualify to benefit from existing support schemes avail-
able from academic and government sources, which will give it a head start. 

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer 
Relations

Target Seg-
ments

Partners of the 
FASTEN consor-
tium.
TUDelft interna-
tional relations
Repository man-
agers:
- Maven Central
- npm

- Developing and 
keeping the know-
ledge base up-to-
date.
- Maintaining the 
software

Dependency and 
compliance man-
agement as a ser-
vice.
Support services to
customers who run
FASTEN in their 
own environment.

Direct sales. Software-in-
tensive busi-
nesses:
- Internet ser-
vices
- Industry 4.0
- Embedded 
software

Resources Channels

FASTEN project 
research and use 
case results.

University con-
nections.
Open source 
communities.
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Cost Structure Revenue Streams

R&D and service support
Cloud hosting
Dissemination

Consulting and training
Consultancy contracts
Public subsidies

This plan will be developed into a full-fledged business plan with details about cost and rev-
enues in the next version of this report.

4.2.2 Services: Support, Consultancy, Education and Training

The paragraph below presents preliminary descriptions of value propositions and ranges of 
services which will be proposed by the start-up exploiting FASTEN platform and tools.

Value proposition
The start-up will offer support services to customers who will run FASTEN in their own soft-
ware development life cycle, targeting in priority those who run FASTEN on their premises 
(internal systems, own code base).

Service plans
Support services will be differentiated depending on the customers need. Four service levels,
or plans, are envisioned: 

• FREE: free for OSS projects, independently of size. 
• ENTRY: low cost for small to medium size organizations so as to encourage 

code re-use and enable developers to use open source efficiently, 
• CORPORATE: average cost for medium to large size organizations using their

own on-premises code bases. 
• CUSTOM: higher cost for organizations requiring customized services and pri-

ority support throughout the entire software development life cycle.

4.2.3 Cost-revenue model

The following table introduces an initial attempt at quantifying the FASTEN business model.
The exercise will have to be refined of course but it already helped identify critical issues
such as the importance of the pricing scheme and alignment with competition, the key impact
of subscription renewal rates, the additional revenue provided by service in expertise and fol-
low-up support (identified as maintenance), the crucial adjustment effect of part time employ-
ment (leveraging academic personnel for instance), etc.
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# Y1 # Y2 # Y3 # Y4 # Y5

Unit Price 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

FREE plan units 600 750 950 1,200 1,500

ENTRY plan units 1,000 30 75 150 175 200

CORPORATE plan units 10,000 5 15 25 35 45

CUSTOM plan units 15,000 1 2 3 4 5

€ New Subscriptions

ENTRY euros 15,000 45,000 97,500 136,250 168,125

CORPORATE euros 25,000 87,500 168,750 259,375 354,688

CUSTOM euros 7,500 18,750 31,875 45,938 60,469

Subscription Revenue euros 47,500 151,250 298,125 441,563 583,281

€ Subscription Renewal Renewal %

ENTRY euros 40% 6,000 20,400 47,160 73,364

CORPORATE euros 75% 18,750 79,688 186,328 334,277

CUSTOM euros 15% 1,125 2,981 5,228 7,675

Renewal Revenue euros 25,875 103,069 238,717 415,316

# Service Expertise days 5 15 25 40 45

# Service Maintenance days 1 10 25 48 72

Total Service Days days 6 25 50 88 117

€ Service Expertise euros 800 4,000 12,000 20,000 32,000 36,000

€ Services Maintenance euros 800 800 8,000 20,000 38,400 57,600

Service Revenue 4,800 20,000 40,000 70,400 93,600

Total revenue euros 52,300 197,125 441,194 750,679 1,092,197

Table   7  :   FASTEN Draft Revenue Model  
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# Y1 # Y2 # Y3 # Y4 # Y5

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Systems administrator month 6 5 6 7 9

Software & Web developer month 6 5 6 7 9

Consultant, Customer support month 6 6 6 7 9

Sales & Marketing month 6 7 9 10 12

# Travels customer & events units 4 5 6 7 8

# Events with travels & booth units 4 5 6 7 8

Unit Cost

Systems administrator euros 5,000 30,000 24,000 30,000 36,000 45,000

Software & Web developer euros 5,000 30,000 27,000 30,000 36,000 45,000

Consultant, Customer support euros 6,000 36,000 36,000 36,000 43,200 54,000

Sales & Marketing euros 5,000 30,000 36,000 43,200 51,840 62,208

# Travels to customer meetings 
& events euros 800 3,200 4,000 4,800 5,600 6,400

# Events with travels & booth euros 5,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000

Collateral cost (printing, etc.) euros 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Advertising euros 10,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 40,000

Hosting cost euros 6,000 6,600 7,200 8,400 9,600

Office rent euros 12,000 14,400 17,300 20,800 25,000

Legal, accounting, other costs euros 18,000 19,600 22,700 27,000 33,000

Total operating  costs euros 198,200 215,600 249,200 296,840 363,208

Operating Result euros -145,900 -18,475 191,994 453,839 728,989

Table   8  :   FASTEN Draft Cost Model and Result  

Our model reveals the potential for a rapidly profitable activity,.At first glance the upfront in-
vestment required to launch an independent business operation seems accessible to private
companies, academic foundations, and innovation bureaus. In the next version of the plan
we will discuss the hypothesis and refine this outlook with a more accurate forecast, pricing
scheme, financing strategy and profitability outlook. 
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4.3 Partner Individual Exploitation Plans

4.3.1 Endocode

Endocode provides consulting and professional services on  open  source governance and
compliance and is the major contributor to the Quartermaster toolchain.  

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposi-
tion

Customer 
Relations

Target Segments

Endocode part-
ner’s network.
FASTEN con-
sortium.

Help Desk.
Consulting.

Detailed, accur-
ate license com-
pliance audit.
DevOps consult-
ing.

Through Endo-
code sales force.

- Automotive in-
dustry
- Manufacturing 
industries
- Python com-
munity

Resources Channels

Quartermaster 
toolchain.

Private meetings, 
presentations and 
demos to pro-
spects and clients.

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

R&D.
Quartermaster toolchain Mainten-
ance.
Dissemination.

Consulting.
Training.
Customization.

Endocode is an employee-owned software engineering company from Berlin comprised of
engineers, consultants, trainers and active contributors to the open source community. Open
source is the company’s heart and soul. Endocode’s expertise ranges from software contain-
ers,  cloud  computing,  clustered  networking  to  continuous  integration  and  deployment
pipelines. Endocode’s services cover the entire lifecycle of open source projects - learning
open source technologies, being compliant and using the learned technologies in real life
products. Endocode specializes in code and dependency analysis for open source compli-
ance management across product supply chains.
Endocode will leverage FASTEN to develop and promote new or improved professional ser-
vices offerings, based on the Quartermaster toolchain. and will evaluate investments into pro-
viding dependency and compliance management as a service. Endocode will integrate the
results of the FASTEN project into its consulting business, promoting its adoption in the Euro-
pean ICT sector. The company expects to gain additional reputation based on the sound aca-
demic foundation of the project. Based on its existing presence in the European open source
community,  Endocode will  disseminate the FASTEN results through conference presenta-
tions, demonstrations and blog posts. 

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
During the development process, Endocode has been in contact with the Python community.
The initial plan was to collect feedback at Python conferences and engage in a direct conver-
sation with the community. Due to the cancellation of conferences, Endocode will suggest an
enhancement proposal for the Python community to consider. Feedback cycles and changes
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to the initial proposal are to be expected and necessary before an integration will even be
considered. 

Collaboration with the industry
Endocode will reach out to its customers for evaluating FASTEN as part of its DevOps and
compliance consulting practice based on the Quartermaster compliance checking tool. Ide-
ally,  solutions will  be fully integrated into existing automated software delivery processes.
This will add use cases based on a variety of Open Source tools regularly used in the indus-
try and enable a wider adaptation. 

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
In  the  long  run,  all  development  on  the  integration  of  Quartermaster  into  the  FASTEN
toolchain will be publically available on GitHub. With a wider growing Open Source commu-
nity that uses Quartermaster, the FASTEN toolkit will become a feasible option and add-on
for any compliance officer  that  is looking for  a non-proprietary,  Open Source compliance
toolchain. 

Specific KPI outlook
A measure of performance will be the number of deals (or contracts) in which the FASTEN
technology will be applied. This KPI reveals FASTEN’s penetration rate in Endocode’s activ-
ity. 

Year after the project 1 2 3

Share of deals in which FASTEN will be involved 20% 40% 60%

4.3.2 SIG

SIG is a consulting firm that specializes in providing actionable advice on the quality, risks 
and costs of developing and maintaining software systems. 

Key Part-
ners

Key Activities Value Proposition Customer 
Relations

Target Seg-
ments

SIG’s cli-
ent net-
work.
FASTEN 
consor-
tium.

FASTEN integra-
tion into software 
assurance platform

Top class software 
quality consulting.
Actionable code ana-
lysis and software as-
surance platform.
Standardized and cer-
tified measurement 
model for Trusted 
Product Maintainabil-
ity.

Through SIG’s 
sales workforce.

Software-based 
businesses in the
following vertic-
als:
- Telecom and IT
- Energy
- Industry & Auto-
mation
- Financial ser-
vices
- Private equity
- Govt & Admin.

Resources Channels

Software assur-
ance platform, 
R&D capability.

Private meetings, 
symposia, present-
ations and demos 
to prospects and 
clients.

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Personnel costs for consulting, 
R&D, marketing and sales, 
business support.
Office and IT infrastructure.

Consulting engagements: assessments, recurring monitoring, IT 
due diligence.
Product subscriptions.
Training.
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The Software Improvement Group (SIG) is an IT management advisory firm based in Amster-
dam, the Netherlands, with several EU offices, and is active in most countries in the EU and
in the USA. SIG performs in-depth technical analysis of software systems and translates the
technical findings to actionable recommendations for management. SIG was founded in 2000
as a spin-off company of the CWI (Center for Mathematics and Informatics) and has since
expanded into a medium-sized organization that employs many academically schooled con-
sultants. Today, SIG counts among its customers many large organizations, including large
banks,  central  government  agencies  and  ministries,  multi-national  organizations  and  IT
product  suppliers.  SIG has over  200 clients,  assessed over  4000 different  systems,  and
measured approximately 30 billions lines of code.

One of the fundamentals of the SIG consulting practice is to perform situation analysis based
on measurements of the actual situation, in particular measurements on the code base. To
this extent, SIG has been developing and maintaining a tool set that provides objective mea-
surements on e.g. the maintainability of large software systems. These tools are either pro-
vided to customers directly or form the Consultants Workbench, which is a set of tools that
SIG consultants use in their engagements. SIG intends to exploit the results of the FASTEN
project to build better tools and to use the FASTEN tools to the benefit of the SIG customers.

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
As part of the project, SIG will start integrating FASTEN components into its software assur-
ance platform. SIG’s use case consisting in demonstrating the applicability of FASTEN to in-
dustry/enterprise systems is aligned with this strategy.

Collaboration with the industry
SIG will  reach out to its consultant workforce and clients for evaluating FASTEN on both
open source and large-scale enterprise software applications, for feedback purposes.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
In the long run, the FASTEN components are aimed to become fully integrated into SIG’s
software assurance platform, which is available to its consulting workforce and as a commer-
cial software service.

Specific KPI outlook
A measure of performance will be the number of deals (or contracts) in which FASTEN com-
ponents will be applied. This KPI reveals FASTEN’s role as an enabler in SIG’s activity.

Year after the project 1 2 3

Share of deals in which FASTEN will be involved 10% 20% 30%

4.3.3 XWiki

XWiki SAS is the creator and main developer of the open source XWiki enterprise 
collaboration and knowledge management software.

Key Part- Key Activities Value Proposition Customer Target Segments
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ners Relations

FASTEN 
consortium.

Integrating FASTEN 
inside the XWiki soft-
ware delivery tool-
chain:

• for XWiki 
software

• for exten-
sions

Safer XWiki soft-
ware.
Secure manage-
ment of XWiki ex-
tensions.
Improved usability 
of XWiki exten-
sions (compatible 
versions, fater 
searching).

Through 
XWiki’s sales 
staff, social net-
works, blogs 
and events..

- Private sector
- Public administra-
tions

Resources Channels

FASTEN APIs and code +
FASTEN knowledge base
service

Via web site, 
tweets/posts 
and demos to 
prospects, cli-
ents and the 
XWiki open 
source com-
munity at large 
(conferences, 
blog posts, etc).

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Skills and workforce to maintain 
FASTEN into the XWiki software.
Marketing.

Support subscription revenue growth. More generally in-
creased usage of the XWiki open source software which in-
directly leads to more clients.
Software customization
Consulting

XWiki SAS is an open source SME created in 2004 which specializes in the development of
collaborative solutions for the enterprise. Its main product is named after the company and
provides an open source platform focusing on the development of collaborative applications
for editing and sharing information in the context of the enterprise. The XWiki open source
product is downloaded over 30,000 times per month and is used to address different types of
markets and needs, such as collaborative watch, project management and the implementa-
tion of advanced intranets and extranets. There is also a large open source community which
contributes to the development of the platform and uses it in a variety of domains. XWiki SAS
has 30% international customers including Amazon.com inc., EMC/DELL (USA), Brabantia
(Netherlands), Sitecore (Denmark), Libra (UK).

The XWIki platform comprises 800 thousand lines of code, including 341 third-party libraries
and an app store with 713 extensions which depend on each other and on libraries in Maven.
Results of the FASTEN project will be used by XWiki SAS to solidify its market position by in-
creasing the security of the software, as well as app store extensions. They will also be used
to reduce time to market of new features in XWiki by improving software engineering prac-
tices by making better data available to developers. XWiki’s exploitation success criteria will
include improved time to market, improved product security and usage by third-party XWiki
extension developers of the FASTEN result tools on their XWiki extensions.

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
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Before the end of the project, XWiki will integrate FASTEN into its platform. XWiki’s use case
consisting in evaluating FASTEN in the framework of its package manager is aligned with this
strategy.

Collaboration with the industry
XWiki SAS will reach out to the XWiki community by posting forum threads, talking at confer-
ences, write blog posts, and help raise security issue on its 341 third-party libraries when the
FASTEN tools detect them.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
In the long run, the FASTEN facility will be integrated into the XWiki CI/CD and release tool
chain.

Specific KPI outlook
The specific KPI for this plan is the percentage of extensions (supported by XWiki SAS, i.e.
extensions over which XWiki SAS has a control on) to the XWiki platform that will be mon-
itored with FASTEN.

Year after the project 1 2 3

Percent of extensions monitored with FASTEN 30% 60% 80%

4.3.4 TUDelft

TU Delft ’s SERG group is actively working with the software industry in the Netherlands and
internationally.

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer 
Relations

Target Seg-
ments

Microsoft, 
ING and Ay-
den

FASTEN con-
sortium.

Prepare course 
lectures, seminars,
live training and tu-
torials leveraging.

- Research and 
teaching. Master 
program.

- Software engin-
eering and devel-
opment.

Relationship is 
both online via 
website, news, 
twitter feeds, and 
face-to-face 
through course 
lectures, seminars,
live training tutori-
als.

- Education
- Public admin.
- Private compan-
ies

Resources Channels

- Researchers.
- PhD students.
- Master students.

- Face-to-face: 
course lectures, 
seminars, live 
training tutorials.

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Personnel cost: supported by 
TUDelft
Cloud hosting
OW2 membership.

Research projects.
Expertise contracts.
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Delft University of Technology (TU Delft, http://www.tudelft.nl/) is the oldest, largest and most 
comprehensive university of technology in the Netherlands. With over 19,000 students and 
2,500 scientists (including 400 full professors), it is an establishment of national importance 
and of significant international standing.
The Software Engineering Research Group (SERG) is part of the department of Software
Technology, faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, and Computer Science, and a
member of the research school IPA. The group employs approximately 30 people, compris-
ing full, associate, and assistant professors, lecturers, postdocs, and PhD students. The main
research areas for the group include but are not limited to software analytics, software test-
ing, software quality and maintenance, software evolution and search-based software engin-
eering. The involved researchers have developed numerous techniques to make it easier for
software developers to (1) understand, (2) maintain and (3) test existing software systems.

SERG will promote both the FASTEN software and the FASTEN knowledge base through its
large collaboration network, including international companies such as Microsoft, ING and
Ayden. Through its on going collaboration with ING, SERG will try FASTEN at the premises
of a team responsible for more than 5,000 private interdependent artifacts. Through its exist-
ing  collaboration  with  Microsoft,  SERG will  attempt  at  making  FASTEN the  default  data
provider for the newly founded Clearly Defined project, and again promote it for use in tits in-
ternal and OSS repositories.

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
Before the end of the project, SERG will explore the potential of starting a consultancy com-
pany or a cloud offering around the FASTEN results.

Collaboration with the industry
TU Delft will  reach out to industry, to market its consultancy activity but also to enhance its
FASTEN knowledge base. TU Delft will work with Microsoft to add FASTEN to the ClearlyDe-
fined database.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
TU Delft intends to launch a consultancy business leveraging FASTEN.

Specific KPI outlook
The specific KPI for this plan is the number of students involved in cursus teaching FASTEN.

Year after the project 1 2 3

Number of students exposed to FASTEN 30 100 200

4.3.5 AUEB

AUEB ’s Business Analytics Laboratory (BALab) performs research and provides consulting 
services associated with the software engineering applications of business analytics applied 
into software, systems, and IT security.

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposi-
tion

Customer 
Relations

Target Seg-
ments
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BALab’s net-
work of large 
and small soft-
ware develop-
ment compan-
ies.

FASTEN con-
sortium.

Scientific papers 
and presentations

Risk assessment 
score for software 
and software-
based services.

Through AUEB 
and BALab’s rela-
tionships.

South  East
Europe  software-
driven  busi-
nesses.

Resources Channels

BALab’s research-
ers.

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

BALabs researchers Consulting

Training

The Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB) is the oldest (established in 1920)
and most prominent business school in South East Europe. The academic staff of the Univer-
sity consists of 150 full time and 50 part time members with degrees from leading schools
worldwide; the total number of students is 5,000 undergraduate and 1,000 post-graduate stu-
dents. The University also offers 17 MSc courses including an Executive MBA and an MSc in
Information Systems. The Research Center of AUEB was established in 1983 in order to co-
ordinate and facilitate research by members of the University’s faculty. Currently, with its 20
Research Units (with more than 120 research staff and 25 administrative staff) is the largest
business Research Center in Business Schools in South East Europe and one of the largest
in Europe.
AUEB plans to exploit the results of FASTEN from a research perspective by publishing re-
sults in high-ranking journals and top conferences. AUEB will include results of FASTEN into
technical courseware and tutorials especially to software engineering students. From a com-
mercial perspective, AUEB will explore opportunities to collaborate with upcoming startups to
facilitate their exploitation of the results of FASTEN. In particular, BALab - the Business Ana-
lytics Laboratory - associated with the project, is working with large and small software devel-
opment companies in the areas of software process improvement, IT security, software qual-
ity, and IT energy efficiency. A significant portion of papers presented by lab’s members at
conferences are authored in cooperation with software development businesses.

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
Further research activity in the field, and FASTEN addition into teaching programs.

Collaboration with the industry
AUEB, as the region’s leading business school, will use its numerous relationships with es-
tablished businesses and start-ups to advance the commercial exploitation of FASTEN re-
sults.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
AUEB’s BALab intends to provide a risk assessment score for software-based software and
services.

Specific KPI outlook
AUEB’s KPIs are essentially related to academic outcomes.
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Year after the project 1 2 3

Number of publications 2 3 1

Courses where FASTEN results are incorporated 2 2 2

4.3.6 University of Milan

The University of Milan Laboratory for Web Algorithmics (LAW) group develops a large 
amount of open source software widely used by the Java community at large.

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer 
Relations

Target
Segments

LAW network of 
large and small 
software develop-
ment companies.
FASTEN consor-
tium.

Consulting assign-
ments.

Scientific papers 
and presentations.

Large-scale soft-
ware ecosystem 
analysis.

Through UMil and 
LAW relationships.

Resources Channels

LAW researchers

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

LAW researchers Consulting

Training

The Dipartimento di Informatica (Department of Informatics) of the Università degli Studi di
Milano, Italy, is one of the first departments created in Italy for studies related to computer
science. It has several areas of expertise, in particular in the fields of web algorithmics, net-
work analysis, formal-language theory, automata theory, image processing, and constructive
logic. The DI hosts the LAW (Laboratory for Web Algorithmics), which investigates a large
spectrum of phenomena related to the web and social networks. Beyond scientific papers,
the LAW gathers datasets that can be publicly distributed and creates open source software
for large-scale analysis. Several papers published on the major journals and conference of
the area have used software or datasets provided by the LAW.

Popular software developed by the University of Milan include the fastutil collection frame-
work or the BUbiNG high performance crawler, and specialized algorithmic libraries for large-
scale data such as WebGraph used by the research community. The LAW plans to integrate
FASTEN in its development cycle and use its feature to identify vulnerability and problematic
dependencies. Moreover, the graphs generated by the FASTEN project will be a testbed and
a showcase for the data-representation capabilities of the libraries developed at LAW, widen-
ing their adoption.
 
Exploitation activities and expected outcomes
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Study of the network structure of software ecosystems at a fine-grained level, with particular
attention to modeling, small-world properties, and compression issues. We plan on releasing
easy-to-use whole-ecosystem datasets in a highly compressed format to make them avail-
able to other research groups, as the LAW has been doing with web and social datasets in
the last 20 years.

Collaboration with the industry
Application of the results to large data software repositories.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN
We aim at broadening the research group’s knowledge on complex networks of new types.

Specific KPI outlook
UMIL currently envisions the following KPIs.

Year after the project 1 2 3

Number of papers 2 1 1

Number of network datasets 3 0 0

4.3.7 OW2

OW2 A global open source non-profit association, OW2’s mission is to develop open source 
code infrastructure software and to grow a community of open source code developers.

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposi-
tion

Customer Re-
lations

Target Segments

TUDelft as the 
project's alma 
mater.
FASTEN use 
case provider 
XWiki.

Manage project li-
fecycle. Update 
project news and 
dashboard.
Invite projects at 
presentations.
Project updates.

Support and pro-
mote FASTEN as 
a well governed 
open source pro-
ject.
FASTEN as a 
flagship project in 
the Market Readi-
ness assessment 
methodology.

Relationship is 
online via web 
site, forge and 
newsfeeds.
Community-
type relation-
ships.

Specifically OW2’s 
own Java community

Resources Channels

TUDelft project 
leader. Contribut-
ors. OW2 tech. 
infrastructure.

Exclusively on-
line via web site
and forge.

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

Hosting costs: supported by OW2.
Promotion costs: supported by 
OW2 and project leader.

TUDelft membership in OW2 as project leader.
No other revenue stream: users can download  FASTEN free 
of charge.
Expected 100-120 downloads per year.
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OW2 is a global open source software community organization. An open source non-profit
association, its mission is to promote a code base of open source infrastructure software and
a community of open source code developers. OW2 runs a code base of some 100 open
source projects;  its global  community  membership involves some 25 paying members in
2017, including commercial,  public and academic organizations, and over 2300 individual
members, half of them from Europe. As the organization becomes a reference community
platform in the open source marketplace,  it  increasingly  stresses the quality  and market
readiness of its software.
Quality and market readiness is a strategic commitment of OW2. OW2 will integrate FASTEN
components as new value-added services offered to the OW2 community with a double ob-
jective a) to help improve the definition of OW2 projects market readiness levels, b) to help
enhance productivity of OW2 developer and user community. OW2 intends to integrate FAS-
TEN as a standard service into its own technical infrastructure to support the next generation
of its quality program so as to enhance the services offered to its community and code base
contributors.

Exploitation activities and expected outcomes

OW2 intends to leverage its position as a partner in the FASTEN project to keep promoting it
and derive good visibility from this activity. Promotion will go through the OW2 web site, OW2
communication in social medias, OW2 newsletter. Regularly reporting on FASTEN will result
in general positive appreciation of the OW2 community and its projects.

Collaboration with the industry

OW2 will communicate about FASTEN through its own conferences on open source software
toward its own community of projects, members and followers.  OW2 will include FASTEN
into its OSS Good Governance initiative.

Intention to re-use results developed in FASTEN

Reference to using FASTEN will be integrated into OW2’s analysis of projects’ best practices
of its  Market Readiness Levels methodology. OW2 will re-use the results developed in FAS-
TEN as a promotion for the quality of its code base. OW2 will work on integrating a FASTEN
SaaS into its technical infrastructure.

Specific KPI outlook

The specific KPI for this plan is the share of mature projects in OW2 code base using 
FASTEN.

Year after the project 1 2 3

Percent of mature projects using FASTEN 25% 50% 75%
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5 Market take-up activities

This section  outlines on-going and future market take up activities of the FASTEN project.
They concentrates on activities concerned by interacting with third-party stakeholders: col-
lecting independent feedback, approaching potential partners, etc.

5.1 Dependency management tools integration

We will explore how to integrate FASTEN with dependency management tools. The current
state-of-the-art in dependency management tools available for each of the three languages
targeted by FASTEN (C, Python and Java) includes:
- Python: default package manager : PyPi (Pip) and Eggs
- Java: Apache Maven
- C :  Conan tool, APT (Debian), RPM, Buckaroo, NPM, Build2 (Cargo-like dependency and
build manager for C/C++).
To illustrate the currently used dependency management tools, we asked the question to the
developers who participated in the FASTEN Devroom organized during FOSDEM 2020:  

• What dependency management tool do you use? 
• Answers: Dependabot (*1), Pypi (*1), GoMod (*1), APT (*2), NPM (*3), Cargo (*3), Go

(*1), Spack (*1), Easybuild (*1), humons (*1), yum software (*1) 
This version of the plan calls for prioritizing the integration of the FASTEN tool with Java and
Python package managers, respectively Maven and PyPI.  Both Maven and PyPi are ex-
tended through plug-ins to communication with FASTEN’s API.
Regarding C, as it is lacking a language-wide package manager, FASTEN will investigate
adding analysis support to a Linux distribution package manager (e.g., apt-get on Debian).
The topic of the integration with the packages managers is covered in detail in Task 2.6.

5.2 Workshops 

We organized at FOSDEM 2020 on February 1-2 in Brussels a Devroom on the topic of “De-
pendency Management”. This was a great opportunity to collect material and resources on
the state-of-the-art in the field and knowledge about the current community discussions tak-
ing place in various channels. 
The slides or videos of the presentations given are available at:  https://www.fasten-projec-
t.eu/view/Events/FOSDEM_2020
The Devroom was a great success with a room fully booked (more than 50 people) and peo-
ple waiting outside to get a chance the enter during transition times. It  included an open
round table on the topic “Package managers: resolve differences. Lively panel discussion on
package management”, which was moderated by William Bartholomew, Product Manager on
the Security and Compliance team at GitHub. The session was very lively with many com-
ments and questions raised by the participants in the room.
A questionnaire (see Appendix) was distributed to participants during the Devroom, in order
to better understand developers needs and expectations in terms of dependency manage-
ment and to identify the top tech blogs read by developers.
What we learned from FOSDEM and the survey: 
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(Note: only nine devroom participants gave back their completed survey, in consequence the
information collected  are not representative and can be only considered as indications). 

• A majority of people interviewed do face dependency issues every day (3 answers),
against 2 answers for “Once per week”, 2 for “Once per month” and 2 for “Less than
once a month”. 

• The list of dependency management tools used by interviewed participants includes:
Dependabot, Pypi, GoMod, APT (*2), NPM (*3), Cargo (*3), Go, Spack, Easybuild,
humons, yum software, OSS review toolkit.

• All people interviewed are interested in learning more about ecosystem-wide Fine-
Grained Call Graphs and answered “Maybe” to the question “Would you be likely to 
use the FASTEN package management tool and knowledge base”.

At least one or two more workshops will be organized, online or in real life depending on san-
itary conditions.

5.3 Beta-testing campaign

This part  will  be completed based on results from the beta-testing campaign that will  be
launched as soon as the has delivered usable software that can be shown to third-party
users. The beta-testing campaign will be organized via the ReachOut platform. A beta testing
campaign is both a technical and market-oriented exercise that helps align the outcome of a
research project with market expectations. From a technical perspective, beta-testing helps
partners concentrate on delivering a functional version of the project early. From the market
perspective it is a way to put the technology in the hands of real life users and collect feed-
back that helps improve both the technology and its positioning. 
The beta-testing campaign will be launched on the ReachOut platform as soon as FASTEN
has produced code sufficiently well packaged and documented to be used by third-party de-
velopers.
The campaign will be organized as from Q4 2020. Currently we are working on different test-
ing scenarios which might lead to launching several campaigns which we evaluate might be
2-3 months duration each.

5.4 Platform industrialization

This activity aims at making the software developed by FASTEN easily accessible and con-
sumable by potential third-party users, whether end-users or service providers. First versions
of FASTEN software components are already available on Github (https://github.com/fasten-
project ), under Apache 2 license.
This will be the basis for beta-testing and early community adoption. Some components, like
call-graph generators, have already been tested inside the project community, and are candi-
dates for a first wave of beta-testing.
The global process of Fasten project is mostly agile and iterative: it starts from small and in-
dependent components (call graphs per asset/package manager, software licensing and vul-
nerability analysis tools, plugins, database...), and progresses toward global integration of a
complete solution.
Further  steps include documentation enhancements,  packaging,  bug fixing and enhance-
ments in order to produce a 1.0 release: then, global integration of the whole platform will be
engaged.
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5.5 Software inventory and license checking

An inventory of the portfolio of software developed by FASTEN and integrated into the plat-
form or interfaced with it will be completed. This will be the basis for a final license inventory
and checking within the FASTEN code base. 

The overall license agreed upon by all partners for the project is Apache Public License 2.0.
However a detailed analysis and verification is required for components which might be com-
bining several software sub-components with different OS licenses. The license analysis will
be completed when all components are fully developed. The following table shows the blue-
print for verifying the licenses of each component depending on the licenses of the libraries
integrated in it. The work will be performed for the second version of the exploitation plan. 

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Knowledge Base (for example) APL 2.0 (to be validated)

Figure   7  : Blueprint for License Analysis  

5.6  Lessons learned from the use cases

This part will be completed in the second period based on in-depth interviews with use case 
providers once their use cases have sufficiently matured.

5.7 Introducing FASTEN to potential partners

Vendors in the Software Composition Analysis market seem to be relevant target to explore 
OEM partnership. We intent to reach out to number of these vendors to introduce FASTEN 
and collect feedback.
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6 Conclusion

During the first period of the  FASTEN project, exploitation activities have been mainly fo-
cused on three aspects: 

• Define  the  market  and  competitive  context  for  FASTEN technologies  as  being
centered around the Software Composition Analysis (SCA) marketplace

• Formalize and position the FASTEN key exploitable assets and value proposition

• Lay the ground for the partners’ exploitation strategies either as a stand-alone busi-
ness (a start-up) or as a OEM revenue stream supported by certain partners

This deliverable lays the ground for the next wave of exploitation activities which will improve
the sections included in this first report.

Next activities exploitation activities will include in particular: 

1. Update analysis of the market and competitive environment to finalize pricing scheme

2. Run a beta-testing campaign to collect feedback from beta testers

3. Run an exploitation workshop with partners to finalize a joint exploitation plan

4. Work with advisory board members to refine positioning and value proposal

5. Refine business models with revised cost and revenue forecast

6. Complete a software and license inventory of the FASTEN code base

7. Approach established SCA vendors to evaluate potential OEM partnerships

8. Develop relationship with Software Heritage.

The outcomes of these activities will be reported in the next version of the Industrialization,
exploitation and market take-up plan deliverable.
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Appendix 1 FOSDEM Questionnaire
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Appendix 2 License analysis

The appropriate license for each component must be decided depending on the combination
of several software sub-components with different OS licenses. The license analysis will be
completed when all components are fully developed. The following provides the blueprint for
he work to be performed for the second version of the exploitation plan. 

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Knowledge Base

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Security and Vulnerability Analyser

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Quality and Impact Analyser
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Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Maven plug-in Apache2

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN PyPI plug-in

Component Name Libraries / Sub-components Licenses

FASTEN Apt plug-in
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